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EFT Mentoring & Supervision Questions & Answers 27th February 

2021 

1. Women in case study are doing 3 hours long sessions. Do we need to do 
that long for solution/ offer? 
 
1.15 hours is enough each client is different & may take different times 3 
hours long continuous can be too long for both clients & practitioners. 
Need more details about specific case studies.  

 PTSD – 1 hour session a week is should be enough. 

 Cancer - May need more frequent sessions 
 

 
2. In clinical studies, Tapping on symptoms on clients or Clients tapping on 

themselves 
 
Preferably client taps on themselves. May or may not tap on all points. It’s 
ok. 
 

3. Wondering on statements they are using? And tapping on symptoms?  
 

Tap on feelings around the symptoms not necessarily on symptoms.  
If client is struggling for feelings, articulate & confirms the feeling from 
client.  

 
4. Are there any adverse effects of EFT on low BP or low blood sugar for a 

client who comes for something else?  

 
Can’t say without testing is could be emotional release and can balance low 
BP and sugar too.  

 
5. Client is struggling with money, husband abusing, mother unwell - when 

all this is happening - how do I take this ahead when too many difficult 
situations? 
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It comes with practice. Being present trusting flow, make notes at end. 
Follow up in next session. Is this outcome possible in 1 hour today? But can 
you feel confident about taking one step.  

 

6. Is there a case study on guilt?  
 
Guilt can be because of something specific check for the umbrella factor. 
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